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www.fashionbloc.co.uk

Welcome to Fashion Bloc - your new fashion insider from the 
undiscovered fashion destinations in Europe.

Mission

Fashion Bloc connects fashion-savvy, newness-hungry  
shoppers from around the globe with best creative talents 
from  Eastern and Central Europe, as well as the Baltic 
States. A one step place for fashion lovers to shop and      
discover indie fashion designers from emerging fashion      
region. We aim to create a bridge between Western consum-
ers and talented designers by ommiting the awkward silence 
of the first encounter.

marit ilison, Estonia

kristian steinberg, Estonia



designers bloc

Fashion Bloc is a hip fashion location - like Shoreditch to 
London, Milwaukee av. to Chicago and Friedrichshain to 
Berlin.
 
- Coming from Eastern Europe we are experts of fashion 
industry across this region and partners with the best design-
ers
- Currently representing designers from Belarus, Estonia, Lat-
via, Lithuania, Ukraine and our circle is constantly expand-
ing: from Tallinn in Estonia to Bucharest in Romania.
- Only handpicked designers and curated merchandise
- We are building a fully integrated unique shopping experi-
ence transmiting the heritage, culture and ideology of each 
brand
- Redifining luxury: exclusive and unique vs six-digit price tag



news bloc

Online platform Fashion Bloc offers a chance to be among 
the first ones to discover the hottest talents of tomorrow. 
Fashion Bloc is offering news and editorial insights about the 
happenings in the fashion world:

- Following Eastern European and Baltic Fashion Weeks: 
already keen to go back to Minsk, Vilnius, Kiev and other 
locales.
- Attending fashion shows of the collaborating designers
- Following fashion industry news in Eastern Europe and the 
Baltic States
- Providing cultural insights and bringing two Europes closer to 
each other



business matchmaking bloc

Fashion Bloc is offering Business to Business Matchmaking 
and Market Research:

For international fashion companies:
- Alternative outsourcing/manufacturing/production sources in 
Eastern Europe
- Fashion retail expansion in Eastern Europe
- Creative resources
- Consumer reaserch

For Eastern European clothing and textile companies:

- Wholesale expansion into international markets
- Production/manufacturing outsourcing
- Regional collaborations

EASTERN BLOC FASHION Industry DATABASES:

- Fashion Organisations and Assosiations
- Fashion Events
- Fashion Schools



demographics bloc

Fashion Bloc is reaching out to fashion enthusiasts and 
professionals around the world appealing to the followers in 
the Western as well as the Eastern Europe.

Our audience is looking for interesting fashion stories, 
exclusive designs and new fashion names coming from 
unusual fashion destinations. We offer quality content and 
quality products. Our customers seek for exclusive designs 
minus a huge price-tag.



our team bloc

Fashion Bloc has been launched in 2013 by Ieva Zubaviciute 
- fashion journalist and international fashion scout in luxury 
sector. Started with a mission to promote Baltic and Eastern  
European fashion designers online Fashion Bloc has grown 
into a multi-layerd platform and Eastern European expert in 
fashion.

Contact us:

Founder and Editor Ieva Zubaviciute
ieva@fashionbloc.co.uk

Head of Business Development Martin Kucera
martin@fashionbloc.co.uk

IEVA ZUBAVICIUTE, FOUNDER OF FASHION BLOC



Did you know that...

Roksanda Ilincic is Serbian

Mother Theresa was Albanian

Carmen Cass is Estonian

Leonard Cohen is half Lithuanian

Mila Kunis is Ukrainian

Franz Kafka was Czech

Fryderich Chopin was Polish

Maria Sharapova is Belarusian

...get in touch if you want to know more and go East for a change

info@fashionbloc.co.uk

www.fashionbloc.co.uk

bibi bevza, ukraine


